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"'Who cares if six million Jews were exterminated?' asked the businessman
back at the cafe, in a shocking endorsement of that reality.  'I don't care if they
were turned into soap.  What I care about is the salary I have lost, the
never−ending taxes I am forced to pay, the criminals who rule this country, the
anger I carry inside.'"

−−− Excerpt from a Golden Dawn hit−piece by The Guardian.  It appears that Greece
(and Europe) is waking up, and guess who doesn't like that?

(theguardian.com/world/2014/jun/07/greece−golden−dawn−fascism−threat−to−democracy)
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Motorola High Performance Data Overview

Motorola are being dickheads (as usual) on releasing decent technical info on their new police/fire
MDT system, this is what we've found so far...

Motorola High Performance Data

Proposed Solution − Technology Overview

To meet the need for a wide−area wireless data solution, Motorola has proposed the High
Performance Data (HPD) technology.  The HPD technology offers high bit rates in standard 25 kHz
channels within the 700 and 800 MHz bands.  To meet the requirements for mission critical data
service, HPD offers significant advantages in the key areas of coverage, throughput, and standards.

The HPD Coverage Advantage

Motorola has designed HPD to offer coverage that is approximately equivalent to typical voice
coverage.  Although this is a very aggressive coverage goal when considering the much faster bit
rates that HDP is capable of (96,000 bits per second), Motorola recognizes the value of maximizing
coverage to keep site costs as low as possible.  For example, if an increase in data speed results in
loosing half of the range from a given site, then the coverage area is theoretically reduced by 75%
and the system would require four times as many base sites to provide coverage that would be
equivalent to that of the lower bit rate.

With all things considered equal, physics dictates that for a given channel bandwidth the coverage
decreases as the bit rate increases.  If the transmit power of base stations and mobiles could be
increased, the lost coverage could potentially be recovered; however, the FCC limits transmit power
to control noise and interference within any given band.  Therefore, power cannot be increased
indefinitely to address the issue and other methods of maintaining coverage are required.

To maximize potential coverage, HPD technology implements several key features:

Advanced Modulation Techniques

There is a fundamental tradeoff in communication systems with the use of simple verses more
complex transmitters and receivers.  Simple hardware can be used in transmitters and receivers to
communicate information.  However, to increase the bit rate while continuing to use the simpler
hardware, more spectrum is required to maintain the same level of coverage performance.  Since
the spectrum is limited by the bandwidth of the channel, the only option is to suffer coverage
degradation.  Alternatively, more complex transmitters and receivers can be used to transmit higher
bit rates while remaining within the channel's bandwidth limitation.  This transition to more and more
spectrally efficient transmission techniques requires more complex hardware and is the market
trend considering the limited spectrum available today.

In the past, traditional wireless data networks used Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) modulation, which
requires simple hardware and is very easy to implement.  As an example, Motorola's RD−LAP
protocol used a 4−level FSK modulation to achieve a bit rate of 19.2 kbps in a 25 kHz channel.  To
achieve higher rates than 19.2 kbps, higher order FSK modulations are required such as 8−FSK, or
16−FSK.
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The problem with FSK is that the modulation decreases significantly in bandwidth efficiency as the
modulation order is increased.  With this in mind, HPD was designed using a multilevel Quadrature
Amplitude Modulation (QAM) method that achieves a high bit rate using limited bandwidth
available.  HPD incorporates the use of three QAM formats and automatically adapts between these
3 modulation levels which are QPSK (4−QAM), 16−QAM, and 64−QAM.

Further worth noting, both QAM and QPSK modulation techniques are used by IEEE 802.11 (WiFi),
IEEE 802.16 (WiMAX) and 3G (WCDMA/HSDPA) wireless technologies.  The use of adaptive
modulation allows wireless technologies to optimize throughput, yielding higher throughputs while
also covering long distances.  The HPD technology is designed to also achieve these critical goals.

Adaptive Modulation

The use of adaptive modulation allows a wireless system to choose the highest order modulation
depending on the channel conditions.  As the range increases or the channel conditions become
more challenging, the modulation automatically adapts down to lower order modulations, such as
16−QAM or QPSK, to maintain coverage.  However, in good signal conditions the higher order
modulations, 64−QAM or 16−QAM, are used for increased throughput.  With the use of adaptive
modulation, the system is enabled to better overcome the loss of coverage that is experience with
fixed modulation rate systems.

HPD offers bit rates up to 96,000 bits per second (bps).  At such a high rate, coverage will be
reduced as physical law dictates; however, HPD has the ability to automatically adapt to lower rates
of 64,000 bps (16−QAM) and 32,000 bps (QPSK) as required to insure that coverage is extended
into weaker signal areas.

Advanced Forward Error Correction

Channel coding is the best method for transmitting information with fewer errors in weak signal
environments.  Stronger Forward Error Correction (FEC) coding has the ability to extend coverage
beyond the ability of a weaker code.  In the past, common codes such as Reed−Solomon, Trellis,
and Viterbi have been used as methods for achieving FEC.  In 1993, a major advancement in
coding, internationally known as Turbo coding, was introduced.  Turbo coding enables data
communications to come very close to the theoretical limits of a channel, offering significant benefit
in coverage performance.

HPD incorporates Turbo coding as a state−of−the−art method for achieving forward error
correction.  In weaker signal areas where receive errors tend to be the highest, this strong FEC
method offers the potential of correcting errors that would otherwise have been uncorrectable with
weaker algorithms.  Thus, the HPD method enables potential coverage in areas that would have
failed due to excessive errors.

Diversity Receive Capability

The standard HPD configuration supports two receive paths on each base station to mitigate fading
effects that are common to RF environments.  With this approach, two receive antennas are used to
capture signals from two spatially different locations on the same tower at a given base site.  If one
antenna experiences a deep fade but the other captures signal with reasonable quality, the received
signal can still be successfully decoded. This method has been proven to provide significant
coverage benefits in non−line−of−sight coverage areas.
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Efficient Retry Method

It is a known fact that larger messages have a lower probability of being successfully received in
comparison to shorter messages.  When a message transmission fails in many systems, the entire
message is retransmitted and there is no reduction in message size.  HPD offers a retry method
that retransmits only the portions of a message that have errors rather than retransmitting the entire
message.  Using this approach, the retried message will be smaller.  This approach offers a higher
probability of a message being received and ultimately results in improved coverage and
throughput.

This method, known as Selective Automatic Repeat Request (SARQ), has been implemented in
HPD and is also the method approved by APCO in the P25 wireless data standard.

High−Speed Vehicle Support

In mission critical systems, the ability to support data communications with vehicles moving at high
rates of speed is mandatory.  With this requirement in mind, HPD was designed to maintain data
integrity and reliability at vehicle speeds up to 120 miles per hour.

Non−Line−of−Sight Operation

The HPD offering incorporates the use of a land mobile radio variant of Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing (OFDM) as a critical performance enhancing technology.  As the symbol rate
for a given channel bandwidth increases, the performance degradation due to multipath delay
spread also increases.  In the mobile environment, the transmitted signals take many different paths
before arriving at a receiver.  These paths include reflections off of buildings, cars, mountains, and
many other objects.  This is referred to as multi−path.  Because multiple reflections of the
transmitted signal arrive at the receiver at different times, this results in intersymbol interference (or
signals "walking on top of each other") which the receiver many times cannot sort out.  As the
symbol rate increases, multipath interference becomes a greater concern and results in significant
coverage loss if not effectively mitigated.  OFDM is a well−known technique for combating multipath
that has only recently become practical for commercial applications.

OFDM has recently provided significant performance improvements in the wireless LAN market for
the 802.11a standard as opposed to the single−carrier direct sequence CDMA physical layer of
802.11b.  OFDM can provide the same benefits to wide−area land mobile radio networks as it does
for the local−area networks.  The basic idea of OFDM is to divide the available channel (25 kHz in
this case of HPD) into many subchannels.  Rather than transmit data using a single frequency
carrier, each sub−channel has a sub−carrier that transmits a significantly lower symbol rate
signal.  In essence, the transmitted signal is a collection of many lower rate signals that when
combined together in the receiver result in a high data rate.  Using this OFDM method, the multipath
effect is mitigated through the transmission of the slower symbol rates on the sub−carriers.

In short, OFDM is a robust and efficient method for providing non−line−of−sight wireless access in
the HPD system.  The straightforward way it combats multipath, the high spectral efficiency it
provides, and the multiple access efficiency it enables are well suited for providing higher data rates
to multiple users without significant coverage penalties.
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Improved Receive Sensitivity

In the digital modulation world, detection is the process by which a receiver attempts to determine
what information was actually transmitted.  For FSK modulation, a simple non−coherent receiver is
typically used because the detection process makes decisions based on one dimension, which are
shifts in frequency.  For QAM modulation, a more complex coherent receiver is used in the
detection process to make decisions based on two dimensions, amplitude and phase.  Adding
another dimension to the process further improves the sensitivity of the receiver which results in
increased coverage performance.

Along with the use of QAM modulation, HPD uses coherent modulation methods that bring this
added coverage advantage.

Efficient Frequency Reuse

HPD is designed to allow the reuse of frequencies to cover large geographic areas.  HPD can be
deployed in a cellular−like fashion using as few as 7 channels in a repeating pattern.  This gives
HPD the flexibility to be deployed over small city areas, large counties, or even state−wide regions
using only 7 channels to achieve the required coverage.

Transmitted Power Control

HPD has implemented a method for automatic adjustment of transmit power by mobile units.  This
enables the mobile units to achieve the required quality of transmitted signal using the minimum
required radiated power.  Transmitter power control helps to minimize interference levels within the
channel, thereby enabling coverage benefits through interference reduction.

For the coverage advantage, HPD implements several technological advancements that position
HPD as a highly reliable wide−area wireless technology that offers coverage equivalent to Project
25 voice and data coverage, however, at significantly higher bit rates.

The HPD Throughput Advantage

Motorola's objective is to satisfy two conflicting goals, which are maximizing coverage and
maximizing throughput.  The actual realized throughput and capacity limits in any given system will
be a factor of several variables.  Such variables include site density, load distribution across system
resources, service area reliability, antenna system design, application profiles, full/half−duplex
device operation, and more.  Because there are so many variables that define the throughput and
ultimate capacity of a system, Motorola would be amiss to state such levels without a complete
system design in place.  However, Motorola has invested significant resources in developing the
HPD technology to insure that greater throughput levels are achieved in any design scenario.

To maximize throughput, some of the key features offered by HPD include:

Fastest Over−the−Air Rate

HPD offers a maximum bit rate of 96,000 bits per second, the fastest rate commercially available in
25 kHz channel bandwidths and a rate that only Motorola has achieve to date.  Even at the lower
rates of 64,000 and 32,000 bits per second, HPD offers significant speed advantages over many
competitive offerings.  Motorola anticipates the average channel bit rate to exceed 64,000 bits per
second in most implementations.
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Adaptive Coding

Although FEC coding is necessary to achieve coverage goals, FEC comes at a price in the form of
overhead bits in each data transmission.  To minimize the impact of this overhead, HPD includes a
methodology for controlling the amount of overhead used for forward error correction.  For the
strongest error correcting capability in weaker signal areas or for critical portions of the data stream,
HPD automatically varies FEC coding rates between 1/2 and 2/3 as required by current channel
conditions.  With less FEC overhead, user data throughput is increased; however, if more FEC
strength is required to deliver a message, HPD is able to make the adjustment to prevent further
retries of a message, which also conserves channel capacity.

Advanced Multi−Access

HPD provides an extremely efficient method for supporting multiple users on a single channel.  The
HPD approach uses a reservation method to prevent users from transmitting messages
simultaneously which result in failed transmissions and, ultimately, wasted channel capacity.

The HPD method implements a reservation based method using slotted−Aloha for controlling
access to the inbound channel.  Using this method, the transmission of data, acknowledgements,
and even retries occur in reserved time slots so that there is no threat of collision.  Small time slots
are provided for requesting access to the channel, or in other words, making the reservation.  These
smaller time slots are the only time that contention (or collisions of messages) can occur.  Overall,
channel access efficiency is greatly improved which increases the potential data throughput on a
channel.

Efficient Retry Method

HPD's approach to retries also enhances throughput capability.  If retried messages are smaller and
contain only the portions of the original message that fail, then the channel resources are not
burdened with repeat data that has been successfully received.  In this regard, more of the channel
is freed up to support other data and ultimately the channel capacity is improved.  In many systems,
retransmissions include the entire message and there is no capacity benefit.

From a user perspective, response times are often longer when operating in weaker signal areas
where retries are common.  The time between retransmissions of messages often varies from 2 to 4
or more seconds in many deployed wireless systems.  With HPD, the average time between retries
is on the order of 500 milliseconds, resulting in faster response times even in fringe areas of
coverage.

Data Optimized

HPD has been optimized as a narrowband packet switched data service.  In most systems
supporting voice and data services over the same channel space, voice conversations are typically
given priority while data transmissions are queued for future delivery.  As voice traffic increases in
these systems, data throughput decreases and can be severely limited during peak hours of
operation.  HPD is dedicated to data service and unaffected by voice traffic so that mission critical
data transmissions are prioritized at all times and data throughput potential is not compromised.
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Full−Duplex Device Operation

HPD supports full−duplex device operation which enables the transmission and reception of data
simultaneously.  With full−duplex capability, the modem is able to send multiple data messages
while waiting for acknowledgements.  In a half−duplex device, the device is transmitting, receiving,
or switching between transmit and receive.  As such, the throughput to a half−duplex device is less
than that available to a full−duplex unit.

With the full−duplex capability built into HPD modems and the way HPD automatically schedules
inbound ACKs and retries, support for common industry standard protocols such as TCP and HTTP
is feasible.

Sliding Window

HPD implements a sliding window protocol that permits a greater amount of channel throughput
(70−80%) to be consumed by a single subscriber radio.  The result is much greater throughput rates
are available to individual users compared to a stop−n−wait protocol, which typically prohibits more
than 30% of the channel throughput for a single user.  With HPD, channel throughput is not wasted
when it is available.  However, the channel bandwidth reservation feature ensures that no single
user can dominate channel resources when multiple users need to send data simultaneously.

For the throughput advantage, HPD implements several technological advancements that position
HPD as an efficient, high−throughput, packet data service for 25 kHz channels in the 700 MHz and
800 MHz bands.

The HPD Standards Advantage

Motorola understands the value of adhering to standards to protect financial investments, achieve
interoperability, and to conform to other existing standards in common use.  Motorola developed
HPD with full consideration of standards and incorporated these key features:

Migratable

TIA902 is the standard defined by public safety users and industry leaders for wideband data in the
700 MHz band.  As defined, TIA902 supports channel bandwidths of 50 kHz, 100 kHz, and 150
kHz.  In support of this standard, 700 MHz and 800 MHz HPD modems can be software upgraded
to the 50 kHz TIA 902 standard.  The RF modems represent a large investment in a typical system
deployment; thus, this migration path to the 700 MHz standard protects the initial investment.

Scalable

With the software migration from HPD to the TIA902 standard, the modem scales to a much higher
performance level.  While many HPD features are also contained in the TIA902 standard, there is a
significant increase in available data rate.  In a 50 kHz channel, TIA902 provides a maximum burst
rate of 230,400 bits per second.  In the transition from HPD to TIA902, the maximum RF efficiency
increases from 3.8 bits per second per hertz to 4.6 bits per second per hertz.  With all elements
considered the potential throughput more than doubles.
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Industry Standard IP Addressing

HPD supports industry standard IP addressing.  With IP addressing, there are no proprietary
interfaces to be implemented, saving development time and costs.  Also, there is no middleware
required for the purpose of IP tunneling or "IP enabling" the network.

On the network side of the system, network hosts interface to the HPD system in the same manner
as a common network router to send IP datagram's to mobile units.  On the mobile client side, the
client computer interfaces the HPD modem using the industry standard Point−to−Point Protocol
(PPP).  The modem interface also utilizes 10BaseT Ethernet as opposed to the slower serial
interface commonly used in narrowband networks.

TCP Compatible

Along with the Internet Protocol (IP), the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) continues to be the
best known and most widely deployed protocol used to communicate across interconnected LAN
and WAN systems to support both custom and common applications such as electronic mail,
terminal emulation, file transfer, and web browsing.

To meet this challenge, several key HPD design features make TCP support feasible.  Key features
include the ability to send multiple messages while waiting for ACKs (windowing), automatically
scheduled ACKs and retries, reduced time between retries, and full−duplex modems.

Depending on the details of the system design, including all of the design variables, a single HPD
channel will provide excellent data throughput.  With the advancements, efficiencies,
enhancements, and standards built into the HPD technology, Motorola is positioning HPD has a
standards−based, high−coverage, high−capacity wide area solution for 25 kHz channels.

Customer Network Interface

The Customer Network Interface (CNI) is the network that connects the HPD network and the
Customer Enterprise Network (CEN), where the data application servers will reside.

Since the CEN is administered independently from the radio network, Motorola must coordinate the
IP address space to be allocated for the different networks.  Motorola will provide the IP addresses
belonging to the HPD network and will recommend IP addresses to be used for the CEN.

Border routers are used to connect to the CEN to the HPD network.  One side of the border router
provides an interface with the CEN while the other side of the border router attaches to a peripheral
network to interface with the Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN) router on the edge of the radio
network.

The intermediate network segment connecting the HPD system to the CEN is referred to as a
Demilitarized Zone (DMZ).  The DMZ functions to provide a separation of addresses in each
network, and creates a safe meeting place between the two networks.  The addresses inside the
DMZ subnet are used only for linking the networks, and are not advertised outside the DMZ
boundary.  A server or client knows an address to enter the DMZ, but is not exposed to either DMZ
subnet addresses or addresses in the target network.  The Network Address Translation (NAT)
functions (at each network's router) hide the internal addresses of each network from the
other.  Address assignment and coordination within both the CEN and the DMZ subnets are
customer defined; however, due to security and performance considerations Motorola will assign
addresses belonging to the HPD system network.
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Gateway GPRS Service Node

The Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN) is a special purpose router that provides various
services in support of HPD data operation.  Among those are separation of IP address spaces
between the HPD radio system network and external customer networks, DHCP address
management, and tunneling of radio system datagrams into and out of customer networks.

The device is used in the HPD system to provide connectivity between the HPD radio system
network and other enterprise networks.  It is used to "tunnel" datagrams from the enterprise network
to the Packet Data Gateway (PDG), which ultimately passes the datagram on to a specified
subscriber unit operating on the "closed" Motorola radio network.  A GGSN does the following:

Isolates the Motorola radio network IP address plan from the IP plans of any CENs to which it enables a
connection.

• 

Supports DHCP services.• 

Packet Data Gateway

The Packet Data Gateway (PDG) is made up of two separate functional elements − a Radio
Network Gateway (RNG) and a Packet Data Router (PDR).  The PDG interfaces between the
GGSN and the Motorola radio network.

Packet Data Router

The PDR interfaces with the GGSN and controls the routing of data messages between the serving
RNG and the GGSN.  Additionally, the PDR maintains a database of data−capable Subscriber Units
(SU).

The PDR provides a packet data "home" for all SUs that have been Home Zone mapped to that
zone for data operation.  It sends packets to, and receives packets from the RNG.  It also operates
with the GGSN to terminate the HPD system's IP address space and provide address translation
between the HPD system's IP network and external "customer" networks.

The PDR is responsible for managing data context activation and deactivation.  That is, the PDR
manages the process of establishing data services and connections for all active SUs.  It authorizes
and approves context activations by validating provisioning from the network management
subsystem against the specified request from the SU.  The PDR also determines when context
deactivation for a SU is needed.  Context deactivation may occur for the following reasons:

Deactivation of context with the GGSN.• 
Loss of contact with RNG.• 
Change or deletion of SU provisioning information.• 

Radio Network Gateway

The RNG is the second of two components within the Packet Data Gateway (PDG).  This
component interfaces between the Packet Data Router (PDR) and the Subscribers in its own zone.

The RNG in a zone provides a link layer termination point for all the sites in that same zone.  The
sites and the RNG route data packets over the infrastructure links between remote and master sites
in the zone.  The RNG receives packets from, and sends packets to, any of the PDRs in the system
(that is, PDRs in the same or even other zones).  The RNG also holds records of all subscriber units
currently affiliated with sites in its zone, acting as the Visitor Location Register (VLR) for data.
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The RNG maintains a database of context activated SUs registered in its zone, which is based on
actual SU location.  SU mobility is tracked on a site−by−site basis.  Location information is updated
via a mobility "push" from the Zone Controller (ZC).  Additionally, the RNG queries the ZC's VLR to
verify SU location.

The RNG is responsible for processing and routing data messages.  Processing entails breaking
down the data message and formatting it into message blocks (CAl format) compatible for
over−the−air transfer.  The RNG then routes to the appropriate destination device (outbound to the
site controller and inbound to the PDR).  The RNG performs error checking of all inbound messages
that SUs have formatted for over−the−air transfer.  After processing, the RNG forwards the
message to the PDR.

Zone Controller

For data activity, the Zone Controller (ZC) is responsible for managing mobility information.  This is
the same zone controller that is also used to support voice operations.

The ZC provides mobility information in the form of "mobility pushes" to the PDR component of the
PDG.  The PDR uses this information to keep the data system in sync with current SU mobility
status.  Information that the ZC provides indicates an SU's activity with respect to registration,
deregistration, site roaming, and zone roaming.  Note that mobility "pushes" occur on every ZC
mobility update.

Network Management

The Network Management (NM) suite previously defined to support voice operations is the same
NM suite used for the HPD portion of the system.  Thus, the entire voice and data solution is
managed from the same set of NM applications.  The suite includes the ability to perform
diagnostics, provision subscriber units, monitor system components, obtain statistical information,
configure and control network elements, and monitor system faults.

Mobile Subscriber Unit

Motorola has proposed the HPD 1000 radio modem as the mobile subscriber unit for wireless data
services.  The HPD 1000 combines the radio and modem function into a single device.

The HPD 1000 supports the mobile computing device through an industry standard PPP
connection, which the application will use to exchange IP datagrams with the application server
within the customer enterprise network.  The PPP connection is physically supported via USB 2.0
connection.  Alternatively, an Ethernet connection is available on the HPD 1000 to support a PPP
over Ethernet (PPPoE) connection.

To initiate service on the HPD network, the mobile registers for packet data service through a
process know as context activation.  This process is always triggered from the subscriber−end of
the system when the user begins a data session.

The HPD 1000 is a full−duplex device that includes the full HPD feature set, including adaptive
modulation, forward error correction, interleaving, selective ARQ, adaptive FEC code rates,
reservation−based slotted−Aloha contention control, a land mobile variant of OFDM, and more.

Programming Software: ASTRO 25 Mobile CPS R12.00.00 & TUNER R05.04.00
                      (or higher − new versions can't read older FLASHports)
Programming Cable: HKN6180 (RS232), HKN6177A, HKN6178A (USB)
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GBPPR RAGEMASTER Experiments

RAGEMASTER − ANT Product Data (NSA)

Capabilities

RF retro−reflector which provides an enhanced radar cross−section for VAGRANT (computer
monitor) collection.  It's concealed in a standard computer Video Graphics Array (VGA) cable
between the video card and video monitor.  It's typically installed under the (fake?) ferrite bead on
the video cable.

RAGEMASTER provides a target for RF flooding and allows for easier collection of the target
monitor's analog video signal.  The current RAGEMASTER unit taps the red video line on the VGA
cable.  It was found that, empirically, this provides the best video return and cleanest readout of the
monitor contents.

Concept of Operation

The RAGEMASTER taps the red video line between the video card within the desktop unit and the
computer monitor, typically a LCD.  When the RAGEMASTER is illuminated by a remote radar unit
(CTX4000/PHOTOANGLO), the illuminating signal is modulated with the red video information.

This information is re−radiated (backscatter), where it is picked up at the radar, demodulated, and
passed onto the processing unit, such as a LFS−2 and an external monitor, NIGHTWATCH,
GOTHAM, or (in the future) VIEWPLATE.

The processing unit recreates the horizontal and vertical synchronization signals of the targeted
monitor, thus allowing Tailored Access Operations (TAO) personnel to see what is displayed on the
targeted monitor.
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Pictures & Construction Notes

Overview of an actual NSA RAGEMASTER RF retro−reflector installed in a VGA monitor
cable.  Taken from the NSA's ANT catalog released by Edward Snowden.

The NEC NE33284A FET is the device with the "U" label.

The yellow film is Kapton tape to prevent anything from shorting out.

The shield on the VGA cable is broken into two pieces.  A small 6−turn air−core inductor (enameled
red wire) reconnects the shields and also serves to couples the VGA horizontal & vertical
synchronization pulses into the backscattered signal via ground "spikes."

A low−frequency spectrum analyzer on the receive processing unit determines the exact horizontal
synchronization frequency.  The vertical synchronization frequency can be divided down once the
horizontal synchronization frequency is known.

Once the horizontal & vertical sync frequencies are known, they are applied to the host display
monitor.  The sync frequencies need to be exact (phase−locked, ideally) to the target monitor's
original frequencies in order to prevent the picture from "rolling."

The final video signal is processed (amplified and low−pass filtered) just like a standard wideband
RF signal and applied to the host display monitor's red video input.

The RAGEMASTER implant is just like the TAWDRYYARD implant, except for the clock oscillator
and the addition of the diode.
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Preparing the VGA video cable for installing of the RAGEMASTER radar retro−reflector.

An approximate 1/4−inch wide piece of the insulation should be carefully removed with a hobby
knife.

Real RAGEMASTER radar retro−reflectors are installed under the ferrite bead on the VGA video
cable.  They are most likely using a fake ferrite bead as the material in a real ferrite beads would
attenuate the illumination radar.
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Next you'll want to very carefully split the cable's shield into two separate sections.  You should
verify this with a multimeter.

This is to break up the ground in order to insert an inductor which will help to couple the target
monitor's horizontal and vertical synchronization signals into the reflected (backscattered) signal.

The horizontal & vertical synchronization signals determine the final screen resolution (640x480,
800x600, 1024x768, etc.) and the color of the displayed pixel is determined by the value and
intensity of the analog red, green, and blue video signals.

The horizontal & vertical synchronization signals are usually standared +5 volt TTL−level pulses,
whereas the red, green, and blue video signals are in a continuous (analog) voltage range from 0
VDC (absolutely dark) to +0.7 VDC (maximum brightness).

Each of these three signals controls an electron gun which illuminates the monitor's phosphor pixels
a basic color − red, green, or blue.  Any other displayed color is the visual mixture of different levels
of brightness of those three primary colors.
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Isolate the red video coaxial cable within the VGA cable bundle.

It's colored red in this particular cable, but that may not always be the case.  Double−check with a
multimeter to be sure.

Carefully trim away a portion of the outer−shield.  Pull out the center conductor and trim away a
small portion of its insulation, exposing the center conductor itself.  Be sure the center conductor
doesn't short against the outer−shield.

In the NSA documents, they state the red video signal provided the best returned signal.  I have no
idea why this would be the case...
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Adding the RAGEMASTER radar retro−reflector components to the target VGA video cable.

It helps to secure (zip−tie) the cable to a small plate, like shown above, to prevent the cable from
flopping around when you work on it.

One end of a surface−mount 0.1 µF capacitor is soldered to the red video center conductor.

A larger value video coupling capacitor would probably work better, but this application needs to
maintain a high−impedance tap to prevent any loading on the low−impedance (75 ohm) target video
signal which could reveal your implant.
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Next, a few pieces of Kapton tape were wrapped around the wire bundle to secure and prevent
anything from shorting out.

A Fujitsu FHX35LG FET is used for this retro−reflector instead of the NEC NE33284A shown in the
NSA's document.

The gate of the FET is soldered to the other end of the 0.1 µF capacitor and the left source pin is
soldered to the left shield (ground) on the VGA video cable.
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Next, a 1 megaohm gate bias resistor is added from the Fujitsu FHX35LG gate to the left shield
(ground).
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Next, a 1N4148 or similar diode is added from the Fujitsu FHX35LG gate (cathode) to the right
source lead, which is at ground potential.

This diode acts like a DC clamp for the video signal.

Analog video signals determine their intensity by their absolute voltages, 0−700 millivolts usually.

When you AC couple the video signal, required to avoid loading the target signal, you loose the
"reference" to which the video signal was generated.

This can be recreated by adding a simple diode clamp to readjust the video signal so that it regains
its original absolute voltage at known portions within the video signal.
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Next, a small piece of wire is added from the the Fujitsu FHX35LG drain to the right shield (ground).

Utilizing the two different grounds generates a differential voltage within the ground system to futher
help couple the horizontal and vertical synchronization signals into the backscattered signal.

Here are some example VGA signal timing specifications:

Video Mode Pixel Clock
(MHz)

Horizontal Sync
(kHz / Polarity)

Horizontal (in Pixels) Vertical (in Lines)

Active
Video

Front
Porch

Sync
Pulse

Back
Porch

Active
Video

Front
Porch

Sync
Pulse

Back
Porch

640x480, 60 Hz 25.175 31.469 / Neg 640 16 96 48 480 11 2 31

640x480, 75 Hz 31.500 37.500 / Neg 640 16 96 48 480 11 2 32

640x480, 85 Hz 36.000 43.269 / Neg 640 32 48 112 480 1 3 25

800x600, 75 Hz 49.500 46.875 / Pos 800 16 80 160 600 1 2 21

800x600, 85 Hz 56.250 53.674 / Pos 800 32 64 152 600 1 3 27

1024x768, 75 Hz 78.750 60.023 / Pos 1024 16 96 176 768 1 3 28

1024x768, 85 Hz 94.500 68.677 / Pos 1024 48 96 208 768 1 3 36

On the DB15 VGA connector, the relevant pins are:

DB15 Pin Description
1              Red Video
6              Red Video Ground
10             Sync Ground
13             Horizontal Sync
14             Vertical Sync
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Next, a small 6−turn enameled air−core inductor is added to reconnect the separate (left & right)
cable shields.

This is done to create an impedance "bump" within the ground system to help couple the sync
signals into the backscattered signal.

Ideally, the air−core inductor should be physically smaller, with 30−gauge wire or so.  The exact
inductance isn't too critical.

Do be sure the red video signal ground and the cable shield are tied together.  Some of the cheaper
VGA cables don't have the shield or it's not connected to anything!
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Completed experimental RAGEMASTER radar retro−reflector installed in a VGA monitor cable.

Since these radar retro−reflector don't contain a clock, a TAWDRYYARD beacon is often planted to
help point the illumination radar (CTX4000/PHOTOANGLO) in the right direction.

To view the received (backscattered) video signal, you'd need to take the I or Q output from the
CTX4000/PHOTOANGLO illumination radar unit and run that through some IF amplification (40 dB
or more, probably) and low−pass filtering/post−processing.

You'd then inject this amplified signal into the red video line on your host VGA monitor which is
supplying the horizontal & vertical synchronization signals.

You can use a low−frequency spectrum analyzer to monitor the received signal to determine the
exact horizontal synchronization frequency your host VGA monitor should be opeating at.  The
proper vertical synchronization frequency can then "divided down" once you find that frequency.

If the horizontal & vertical synchronization frequencies are not the same as the target VGA monitor,
the display will "roll" on your host monitor and you won't be able to see anything!

An external tunable sync generator would need to be constructed to tweak the final synchronization
frequencies.  This is most likely what the NSA's LFS−2 device does.
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Oscilloscope view of an "all red" 800 x 600 pixel resolution VGA signal (top trace) which will be used
for testing.

It has a horizontal sync frequency (bottom trace) of around 46.84 kHz and a vertical sync frequency
(not shown) of 75 Hz.

Both the horizontal & vertical sync frequencies are considered "postive" triggered.  Some
resolutions use negative−edge triggering.
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Backscatter video modulation test setup, unmodulated carrier.

On the left, is the unmodulated CW illumination radar, which is a Decatur MV715 RangeMaster
operating in the X−band (approximately 10.5 GHz).

The HP8569B spectrum analyzer is showing the unmodulated RF carrier and is centered at 10.537
GHz.
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Backscatter video modulation test setup.

The test RAGEMASTER radar retro−reflector installed in a VGA cable is setup inbetween the
Decatur MV715 RangeMaster (left) and the spectrum analyzer's RF input (right).

The FHX35LG FET is being (gate) modulated with the red video line of the VGA test signal.

The amplitude modulated backscatter video signal is being received and displayed on the spectrum
analyzer.

If you were to AM demodulate the backscattered signal, and apply it to the video input of a monitor
operating at the same horizontal & vertical sync frequencies as the target monitor, you'd be able to
see what's on the screen − or that's the idea at least...

The target monitor's sync frequencies are also modulated within the backscattered video
signal.  The horizontal sync frequencies will appear as a series of "spikes" within the video signal on
the spectrum analyzer.

You can "hear" the vertical sync frequencies (60/75/85 Hz or so) via the illumination radar's output
with a standard audio amplifier and headphones.
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Bonus

This is an actual RF cable assembly taken from a Motorola MSF5000 UHF repeater system used by
the Milwaukee police.
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End of Issue #122

Any Questions?

Editorial and Rants
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(reddit.com/r/pics/comments/280x6a/my_friends_little_brother_got_suspended_for)

Student suspended for having a "paperclip bent in a manner that could allow for use as a
weapon."

Oh shit...  Get ready for World War 3!

Change!
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#OpenBordersForIsrael

twitter.com/hashtag/OpenBordersForIsrael

A greater influx of impoverished immigrants and refugees, especially from Sub−Saharan Africa, will
add to the rich cultural tapestry that underpins Israel.  It's time that Israel adopts a much more
liberalized immigration and border−security policy.

We've all seen the astonishing social and cultural benefits that Europe and the U.S. have attained
through opening the floodgates to immigration and asylum seekers.

In 2011, Sweden alone accepted well over 20,000 asylum seekers.  During the same period, out of
over 4,500 asylum applications, the Israeli state accepted a grand total of 1!

How can Israel expect to attain the same level of cultural enrichment and vibrancy as Sweden or
Norway if it refuses to open its borders?

It's time to make our voice heard: the future of Israel depends on it becoming a multicultural state.

It's a huge transformation for Israel to make and we will be resented by racists for our leading role,
but, without that transformation, Israel will not survive.
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Saw this on posting recently on /pol/:

"Sweden has fallen!  I took this picture when I graduated in Gothenberg the fifth of June...  Nuke us
now please before it spreads.  Cya in nigghalla </3"

Sadly, it looks like there only a handful of Swedes in that picture, on the middle−right.
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Democrats celebrate Flag Day... with a non−American flag!

(twitter.com/TheDemocrats/status/477874188687265793/photo/1)
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